School of Architecture + Design
Awards Banquet 2012
welcome
to the school of architecture + design awards banquet 2012.
on behalf of the faculty, staff, and students,
we would like to thank the donors,
whose support enriches our education.
competitions

Hanbury Evans Wright, Vlattas and Company First Year Competition

Harold Hill Memorial Award Second Year Competition

NAEF Spiel Competition

Warren R. Kark Third Year Competition

scholarships

Charles S. Worley Scholarship
Chicago Studio Scholarship
Clark Nexsen Architecture Scholarship
Commonwealth Architects Scholarship
Cowgill Farms Scholarship
Design Collective Inc. Award

Architecture
scholarships (cont.)

ferrari study abroad award

f Frederick g. langschultz '84 scholarship

g. t. ward scholarship

gould turner, PC award

hansen lind meyer scholarship

harry e. armston scholarship

joseph boggs FAIA endowed scholarship

lucy & olivio ferrari annual scholarship

mattttew j. m. krahe memorial scholarship

moseley architects fellowship

robert l. mills scholarship

robert turner fountainebleau study abroad scholarship

roger kenly sounder annual scholarship

scott long scholarship

SFCS scholarship

shriver & holland associates scholarship

t. david fitz-gibbon scholarship

walter butke architecture scholarship

walter h. beal & helen h. beal scholarship fund

walter robbs callahan pierce award

william "bill" brown scholarship

w. wyatt & annette m. hibbs scholarship

sidney gardner

mykayla fernandes

brent sikora

audrey topp

conner toth

kenneth black

kelly mcfadden

chelsea kilburn

TBA

vitus kaiser

emily savoca

kelsey sinichko

zachary saunders

chris morgan

german delgadillo

diego arias-caballero

oswaldo gonzalez

german delgadillo

christopher birr

karen glass

sara monsalve

caglar gokbulut

dean asplundh

jacob combee

joshua ehrlich

rebecca kallen

ryan magliness

ian shelton

marcus confino

andrew stutzman

sayed husain almousawi

jordan keller
scholarships (cont.)

- walter robbs callahan pierce award: TBA
- william “bill” brown scholarship: TBA
- w. wyatt & annette m. hibbs scholarship: TBA

honors

- alpha rho chi medallion for outstanding leadership: TBA
- henry adams medal & certificate AIA: TBA

awards

- architectural research centers consortium king medal: kongkun charoenvisal
- architecture graduate thesis book award: TBA
- curtis r. jennings perspective award: ashley lefew
- design research award: aya hirose
- ellen braaten media award: ogechi nnadi
- envision design competition award: rebecca kallen
- henry wiss award: ahmed ali
- pella prize: chelsey berg
- steve & cathi house travel award: brent sikora
- TBA: matthew rauch
- TBA: TBA
- TBA: gregory catron
competitions

AIA interschool design competition
first place
Henning Nelles
second place
Lesley Conroy

Virginia Society Prize
WAAC Best of School
Ning Ning Shang

scholarships

ASLA Potomac Chapter Ballard Scholarship
Wei Cao
Lesley Conroy
Basim Saah

Northern Virginia AIA Scholarship
Shane Dunlevy (2011)
TBA (2012)

awards

WAAC Atget Photography Award
Guadalupe Thompson
Andrew Tull

WAAC Blue Chair Mirth Award
Alexandra Wojno

WAAC Byte Award
Leslie Thompson
Erik Kramer

WAAC Center Critter Award
Matthew Armitt

WAAC Flotsam and Jetsam Award
Negar Ghassemieh

WAAC Front Line Award
Jason Granado
Jesse White

WAAC Kyrus/Wheeler Award
Brian Green

WAAC Landscape Architecture Foundation Studio Award
Andrew Tull

WAAC Landscape Architecture Second Year Studio Award
Margaret Amori

WAAC Landscape Architecture Third Year Studio Award

awards (cont.)

WAAC lapis studio award
WAAC metis design/build award
WAAC micron studio award
WAAC onyx studio award
WAAC opal studio award
WAAC outreach award (AIAS)
WAAC outreach award (ASLA)
WAAC ruby studio award
potomac chapter asla student honor and merit award

stanley abbott award for outstanding mla thesis

biniam habte
mike johnson (2011)
tba (2012)

james catalano
ben preston
kyle anderson
amber ovitt
sarah richter
lesley conroy
brian green
alexandra wojno
TBA

TBA

scholarships

jean m. lane scholarship
deanna hakky

jeanette turner bowker interior design scholarship
ross johnson
charli zirk

interior design
awards

DIRTT environmental solutions excellence award

haworth excellence award (corporate project)

haworth excellence award (studio contribution)

haworth excellence award (studio excellence)

INSCAPE award for design excellence (single project)

INSCAPE award for design excellence (studio contribution)

INSCAPE excellence fund (studio excellence)

INTEC award for design excellence (single project)

INTEC award for design excellence (studio contributions)

INTEC award for design excellence (studio excellence)

ITDS award for outstanding student contributions

joe rogers & associates excellence in design award (single project)

joe rogers & associates award for contributions to the studio

kimball award for design excellence

kimball award for studio excellence

kimball award for studio collaboration

mark boone residential design award

steelcase excellence fund

eva cohen

hannah chessman

kelley o'leary

caroline bergin

natalie brayley

alexa anderson

alejandra rosado padillo

hannah chessman

alexandra watt

madeline potter

olivia diantonio

ashley broderick

ross johnson

denise pendleton

lizz skinker

lauren broadshaw

lindsey slough

jooyoung hong

minh tue (tini) duong

amber ding

lisa mokszanowski

kelsey conroy

abby sinsheimer

hannah chessman

denise pendleton

interior design
competitions
SFCS sponsored studio for senior living, in honor of Rudy Jennings

first place
patrick bowers
daniel colby
mary kathryn suttle

honorable mention
isaac kim
hanna tsuhara
daniel wainless

scholarships
eastman innovation lab industrial design scholarship
alex barrette
go-eun choi
feild craddock
julia novak
graham wilson

robert reuter industrial design scholarship
jacob eck
matthew tucker

awards
eli lehman award
lina garada
jason luyendijk
oscar salguero

IDSA student merit award
reid schlegel

industrial design book award
patrick bowers
tim gallagher
scott shumaker
hanna tsuhara
emilie weaver
james weir

industrial design excellence in thesis
connie train

industrial design outstanding contribution
jason luyendijk

werner graeff memorial book award
chris taylor

industrial design
scholarships

- Benjamin C. Johnson & Janice K. Mcbee Prize
- Golf Course Builders Association of America Scholarship
- Shirley Brandes Staley Scholarship
- Virginia Chapter ASLA Scholarship for Excellence in the Study of Landscape Architecture
- W. J. Cross, Audrey S. Cross & Family Scholarship

awards

- American Society of Landscape Architects Excellence in Landscape Architecture Studies Certificate
- Outstanding Graduate Teaching Assistant
- Sigma Lambda Alpha National Landscape Architecture Honor Society
- Certificate of Honor
- Certificate of Merit
- Outstanding Undergraduates
  - Lauren Cline
  - Greg Mascola
  - Dustin Smith
- Third Year Prize for Design Excellence
  - Trent Matthias
- Certificate of Honor
- Certificate of Merit
- Outstanding Graduates
  - Lauren Cline
  - Greg Mascola
  - Trent Matthias
- Undergraduate Prize for Excellence in Design
  - Lauren Cline
- Teresa de la Torre Bernal Prize
- Shirley Brandes Staley Scholarship
- Virginia Chapter ASLA Scholarship for Excellence in the Study of Landscape Architecture
- W. J. Cross, Audrey S. Cross & Family Scholarship

- Stanley Abbott Award for Excellence in Senior Project
  - TBA

landscape architecture
awards

architecture + design excellence in creative achievement award
  helene renard

architecture + design excellence in outreach award
  kathryn albright

architecture + design excellence in scholarship award
  mehdi setareh

architecture + design excellence in staff service award
  teresa phipps

architecture + design excellence in j. stoeckel design studio teaching excellence award
  mitzi vernon

architecture + design lecture or seminar coursework teaching excellence award
  dean bork
  scott gartner

donald & joanna sunshine architecture alumni fellow award
  terry clements
  mintai kim
  akshay sharma

honor award for excellence in architecture, AIA virginia society
  hilary bryon
  elizabeth grant
  frank weiner
  christian wopperer

ITDS award for outstanding faculty contribution
  david “chip” clark

leonard & virginia currie faculty professional development award
  lumenHAUS team, led by
  david “chip” clark
  robert dunay
  robert schubert
  joseph wheeler

merit award for excellence in architecture, AIA virginia society
  lindy balls-huling

UT prosim exemplary service award
  david “chip” clark

william e. wine award for excellence in teaching
  lindy balls-huling

william turnbull competition research award, 2011-2012
  ed dorsa
  ron kemnitzer

university xcaliber award

faculty, staff & alumni
honors

25 years of service
  david dugas
  patrick miller

20 years of service
  wendy jacobson
  susan piedmont-palladino
  mark schneider
  heinrich schnoedt
  steve thompson

15 years of service
  marcia feuerstein
  nora stover

10 years of service
  kay edge
  michael ermann
  margarita mcgrath

faculty, staff & alumni
competitions

*American Society of Interior Designers Student Design Competition*
- First place: Hannah Chessman
- First place: Jose Laso
- Second place: Jacob Combee
- Honorable mention: Dean Asplundh Margaret Osial

*Virginia Educational Facility Planners Competition*

scholarships

- Carrier Johnson Fellow Scholarship
- Charles Steger Endowed Scholarship
- Kenneth L. Motley Scholarship
- Patrick Lathrop Family Scholarship

awards

- CIDER Teacher of the Week: Mitzi Vernon
- CIDER Instructional Enhancement Grant: Akshay Sharma, Martha Sullivan, Mitzi Vernon
- IF Design Award Finalist: Patrick Bowers
- Institute Honor Award for Architecture, AIA 2012: LumenHAUS team, led by David “Chip” Clark, Robert Dunay, Robert Schubert, Joseph Wheeler